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We’ve got your back!

Experienced & friendly WordPress developer, Adelaide, Melbourne & Sydney



Call us: 1300 556 582


Have a question? Send us a message




We can develop a WordPress site for you
At A7Designs we specialise in customised WordPress, WooCommerce and BigCommerce websites. We have been doing this for years and will help make your business its best!

Want to know more?



We will help you look your best
Each site we create reflects the personality of our customers. We take time to get to know you and your business to help you look your best.Â  A7Designs has been successfully working with small to medium sized businesses in Adelaide since 2000.

Want to know more?
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WordPress is a publishing platform, blog & CMS


WordPress web sites are great for businesses and individuals who update their site regularly. The WordPress Content Management System (CMS) used by A7Designs is user friendly, and gives you control of your web site content. It is the most widely used system in the world!

Want to know more?




Wordpress ecommerce: Woocommerce


WooCommerce is a customisable, open-source eCommerce platform compatiable with WordPress. We have had many years experience working with and integrating this shopping cart. We can help you set up and manage it.

Want to know more?




Bigcommerce shopping cart


BigCommerce is a shopping cart that is easy and quick to set up and use. It can integrate with Amazon, eBay, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and Google Shopping. This allows you to you to sell your items across different platforms.

Want to know more?










Responsive Web Design


We design can your site so it can adjust to different sized screens such as a desktops, tablets and mobiles. This means one website will work on mobile phones, computer screens and tablets.

Want to know more?




WordPress Support & Maintenance


We can update WordPress themes and plugins for you. This will ensure your site has the latest features and recent security updates, to help your site security.

Want to know more?




Convert your existing site to WordPress?


Was your website only designed for a desktop? Would you like it to work with mobile devices such as iphones or androids? We can help you with this!

Want to know more?










At A7Designs know our customers are unique so we offer a variety of web solutions for businesses.
We can help you create a WordPress web site which can show off your business and matches your image. After all, your website represents YOU!


Website portfolio


How much does a website cost to develop?
As a cost reference, many of the websites we design are between AU$2000 to $15000 (GST exclusive).Â  It mainly depends upon how much time we think it will take to develop the site for the client as each business has different needs.


Wordpress maintenance



	Responsive website design


	Website hosting


	Domain name registration


	Logo design


	Social Media Design (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc.)


	Photography







WordPress Developer
How long have you been developing WordPress sites?

Since 2010

Will the WordPress site be mobile-responsive?

Yes, all the sites we create work with mobile devices.

I have an old site that is not mobile responsive. Can you help me?

Yes, we can talk to you about different options including taking the existing content and rebuilding it into a mobile-ready website



Website Developer Adelaide
We have been developing websites continuously in Adelaide since 2000. Give us a call so we can go over your project with you.Â  Happy to help.
Woocommerce Web Designer
WooCommerce is a customisable, open-source shopping cart/ecommerce platform built on WordPress. We can build your WooCommerce shop!









Adelaide Web Developers

As a WordPress CMS developer, we can create and customise websites for a variety of clients. It’s a challenging and rewarding career that requires a combination of technical skills and effective communication.
First and foremost, we have a strong understanding of the WordPress platform and its core functionality. We keep up with updates and changes to the platform, as these can affect the way we develop websites. We also have familiarity with the different types of themes and plugins that are available, which allows us to create customised websites that meet our clients’ needs.
One of the things that we love about being a WordPress CMS developer is the variety of clients and industries that we get to work with. Whether it’s a small business or a large corporation, We can create effective websites for any industry, including healthcare, finance, and education. This requires specialised knowledge in different areas, which allows us to continuously learn and grow in this field.
Customisation is a key aspect of our work as a WordPress CMS developer. We can create custom themes or other functionality that is unique to a particular client. This requires a strong understanding of coding languages such as HTML, and CSS. It’s also important for us to communicate effectively with our clients, to understand their needs and goals, and explain technical concepts in a way that is understandable to them.
In addition to creating websites, we can provide maintenance and updates for the WordPress sites. This involves monitoring website performance, troubleshooting issues, and making updates to keep the website running smoothly. We have strong problem-solving skills and can work quickly and efficiently to resolve any issues that arise.
Being a WordPress CMS developer requires a willingness to continuously learn and improve our skills. WordPress is constantly evolving, with new themes, plugins, and functionality being added regularly. Keeping up with these changes and continuing to develop our knowledge and expertise is essential to being successful in this field.
In conclusion, being a WordPress CMS developer is an exciting and challenging career that requires a combination of technical skills and effective communication. It allows usÂ  to work with a variety of clients and industries, continuously learn and grow in this field, and create customised websites that meet our clients’ needs. We hope we can help you with your site, too!
CONTACT US to have a chat about how we can help you with your website









WordPress website migration
Do you need help migrating your site to WordPress.

We can help you with that.
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Your Name (required)




Your Email (required)




Website URL




Subject



Your Message
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Phone: 1300 556 582 | PO Box 51 Belair SA | info@a7designs.com.au
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Contact Info
PO Box 51, Belair South Australia 5052, AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61424227557
Email: info@a7designs.com.au
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